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Abstract 

 
In this paper we address the issue of post-login user 

verification using biometrics. We propose a general 
framework for continuously monitoring a user and his 
or her characteristics throughout the session in order 
to provide continuous verification of identity. We 
present a multimodal approach using dynamic 
Bayesian networks to account for classification 
uncertainty and to encode the system’s dynamic model. 
The system supports an extendable number of 
modalities that can be integrated at both the score-
level and the decision-level. The system can also be 
extended to incorporate important contextual 
information. We provide a simple way for an operator 
to tailor the dynamic model using known domain 
knowledge. Initial tests with the system using face 
recognition and keystroke dynamics are promising, 
and we expect performance to improve as more 
modalities are incorporated.  
 
1. Introduction 
 

Most biometrics for computer systems work by 
authenticating a user during login and then operate 
under the assumption that the system is secure from 
that point forward. This type of verification is lacking 
because it fails to address a security risk that may arise 
after the system has been accessed. Turk and Altinok 
[1] initially addressed the shortcomings of a “one-shot” 
approach by identifying two assumptions of such 
systems: (1) a user can be verified at a single point in 
time, and (2) the user remains constant for the duration 
of the session. These assumptions are likely to be 
invalid in many contexts. For example, the number of 
required biometrics to verify identity at login may be 
impractical in a low-security environment, and the user 
may change after login in a hostile environment. 
Security under the above assumptions cannot 
adequately defend against the practice of “hijacking,” 
where an attacker targets a post-authenticated user. A 
continuous approach of establishing identity is 
desirable in these circumstances so that a system can be 
monitored for the duration of the session. 

Although such a system will likely require strong, 
active biometrics to initially authenticate a user, we do 
not wish to simply ask a user to constantly submit to an 
intrusive biometric measurement. To achieve 
continuous verification a system should make heavy 
use of passive biometrics [2] that do not require a user 
to actively provide a measurement. Passive biometrics, 
such as face and keystrokes, vary in their ability to 
identify a user, and their performance frequently 
depends on contextual information. A face recognizer, 
for example, may not be able to provide an accurate 
classification if lighting conditions are not suitable. 
Keystroke analysis can provide many measurements; 
however, the accuracy of the classifier may be 
relatively poor. Because of these tradeoffs in accuracy, 
multimodal techniques [3,4] have gained popularity 
due to their ability to exploit the benefits of one 
biometric while mitigating the inaccuracies of another. 

Different techniques of multimodal integration have 
been investigated thus far. In [2], Jain identified that 
biometric integration can occur on the feature level, the 
score level, and the decision level. In feature level 
integration all of the initial features from measurements 
are grouped together into a single feature vector for 
classification. Although the most information is 
available at this point, feature-level integration suffers 
from the so-called curse of dimensionality. 
Additionally, the features of some measurements may 
not always be available. Score-level integration does 
integration later in the pipeline when a classifier has 
output some “match” score for a particular biometric. 
Jain [5] has investigated many different techniques for 
integrating different scores. Finally, integration can 
occur at the decision level when many biometric 
classifiers make a hard decision on whether the 
biometric matched the user or not. At this point the 
least information is available, but inferences can still be 
drawn using voting techniques.  

Turk and Altinok [1] attempted to achieve a 
continuous, score-level multimodal system by 
classifying based on a weighted sum of scores from 
each modality. The weighting factor was chosen in 
such a way that would capture the reliability of the 
modality, and was decreased monotonically with the 



time since the last measurement. This allowed the 
system to account for the uncertainty that arises due to 
the age of the measurements. 

Recently, Zhang et al. [6] developed a continuous 
multimodal biometrics system using a hidden Markov 
model (HMM). In this work, the user’s identity was the 
sole hidden variable that would “emit” biometric 
measurements. The authors were successful in 
integrating results from a fingerprint biometric 
classifier with a face classifier and developed a model 
that intuitively separated the uncertainty that arose 
from the dynamic model from the uncertainty that 
arose due to the sensor model. 

In this paper we take an approach similar to [6], but 
we use a Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN) to 
achieve continuous multimodal biometrics. The 
advantage of a dynamic Bayesian network is its ability 
to account for many hidden variables, as opposed to the 
single hidden variable that an HMM typically models. 
By modeling more hidden variables, DBNs are capable 
of modeling important contextual information. In 
addition, our approach is indifferent to whether 
integration occurs at the score-level or at the decision-
level. Our approach will treat sources of evidence as 
black boxes from which we can receive either a score 
or a decision. 

First, we will discuss DBNs and their ability to 
model multivariate probability distributions efficiently. 
Next, we will talk about how the parameters of a DBN 
can be set using expert knowledge and learning 
techniques. Next we will define classifiers, our source 
of information for integration. Finally we will 
introduce our preliminary experiment involving a 
simple DBN to perform decision-level integration. 
 
2. Bayesian Networks 
2.1. Definition 

Bayesian networks [7] provide a compact way to 
encode multivariable probability distributions. A 
Bayesian Network VXGB ,,Θ=  is a directed acyclic 
graph G , a parameter set Θ , and a set of random 
variables VX . The graph ( )EVG ,=  has n vertices, 
given as { }nvvV ,...,1= . There is a one-to-one mapping 
between vertices in V  and random variables in VX .  
For this paper we will assume the corresponding 
random variables are discrete and are given by 

{ }nV XXX ,...,1=  and that the mapping is done in the 
obvious way. 

An edge ( ) Evu ∈,  in a Bayesian network denotes a 
direct relationship between uX  and vX . The absence 
of such an edge is captured mathematically as 

conditional independence between the respective 
random variables. Many conditional independencies 
are implied by the structure of G . These have been 
exploited by various researchers [7,8,9] to make 
interesting computations tractable. Formally, a variable 

uX  is conditionally independent of vX  given wX  if 
u  is d-separated from v  by w . For a complete 
explanation of d-separation, see [7]. 

Before we define the parameter set, we must 
introduce some notation. Given a set of m  vertices 

{ }muuU ,...,1=  we will denote the joint random 
variable corresponding to all of the vertices as 

muuU XXX ××= ...
1

. Given any random variable we 

will denote the probability ( )UU xXP =  as ( )UxP  
when the context is clear. 

To finally specify the Bayesian network we require 
the parameter set { } Vv

v
∈=Θ θ . These parameters are 

given by a set of conditional probability distributions. 

( )( )vpavv xxP |=θ  (1) 

In (1), ( )vpa  denotes the parents of v, or the set of 
vertices such that for each  ( )vpau∈  there is a 
directed edge from u  to v . In other words, for each 
variable vX  that is directly influenced by variables 

( )vpaX , we require the probability of the state of vX  

given the possible states of the direct influences. If vX  
and ( )vpaX  are discrete, as we are assuming for this 

paper, we refer to (1) as a conditional probability table 
(CPT). 

Given the parameter set and the conditional 
independencies implied by d-separation in G , we can 
completely specify the joint probability over VX  as  

( ) ( )( ) ∏∏
∈∈

==
Vv

v
Vv

vpavV xxPxP θ| . 

Probabilistic inference refers to the computation of 
marginal probabilities of particular variables given 
some evidence. That is, once we have some evidential 
observations ξξ xX =  we would like to compute the 
marginal probability of each random variable given the 
evidence, or ( )ξxxP | , VXx∈ . This computation can 
be computed efficiently on tree-structured networks 
using Pearl’s celebrated belief propagation algorithm 
[7]. Cooper [10] has shown that for graphs that are 
multiply connected inference is NP-hard in general; 
however general methods have been developed by 
researchers [8,9] that exploit conditional independency 
and have practical computational complexity on a large 
number of problems. 



For notational simplicity, for the rest of this paper 
we will refer to vertices v  and random variables vX  
interchangeably by giving them the same name and 
relying on context to disambiguate. 
 
2.2. Dynamic Bayesian Networks 

A Bayesian network that models time-varying 
phenomena is called a Dynamic Bayesian Network 
(DBN) [17]. In a DBN, some variables are stochastic 
and change over time. To specify a DBN, one creates 
two time-slices of a traditional Bayesian network and 
connects time-varying nodes with an edge. As time 
passes the network is “unrolled” to extend the model. 

A Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is a special case 
of a DBN in which there is a single time-varying 
hidden variable and a single measurement variable per 
time-slice. Respectively, the random variables are 

{ }tttt MHMHX ,,, 11 −−= . Figure 1(a) depicts two 
slices of this HMM and Figure 1(b) shows the unrolled 
HMM. 
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            (a)                      (b) 
Figure 1. (a) Two time-slices of an HMM, a 
special case of a DBN. (b) The unrolled HMM. 

 
To compute ( )01...,,| MMMHP ttt − , the marginal 

probability of the hidden state given all of the 
measurements, one can apply a recursive formula that 
relies on the Markov assumption, which asserts 
( ) ( )101 |,...,| −− = tttt HHPHHHP . When viewed as 

dynamic Bayesian network, the Markov assumption 
comes out of the conditional independencies implied 
by the network. Specifically, since tH  is d-separated 
from 02 ,..., HHt−  by 1−tH , the Markov assumption 
arises naturally out of the DBN structure. 

The key difference between a DBN and an HMM is 
the fact that a DBN can model many hidden variables 
and the dependencies (or lack thereof) between them. 
This is useful because we can model many time-
varying phenomena and the interactions between 
variables. Additionally, we have all of the benefits of 
Bayesian networks and thus we can efficiently account 
for the effects of contextual information. An example 
of a DBN that could be used for biometric 
authentication is shown in Figure 2. 

Inference in a DBN is intractable in general but 
practical in many useful cases. Murphy [11] has 

examined many exact and approximate algorithms for 
probabilistic inference in a DBN. 

 
PersonPresent0 PersonPresent1

EyeColor1

KeystrokeClassifer1 FaceClassifer1 EyeColorClassifer1

PersonPresent0 PersonPresent1

EyeColor1

KeystrokeClassifer1 FaceClassifer1 EyeColorClassifer1

 
 
Figure 2.  Example DBN for biometric 
authentication. The states of PersonPresent 
are {genuine, imposter, absent}. 

 
3. Setting Model Parameters 
3.1. Transition matrix for time-varying 
variables 

Assume that we have a variable tX  that varies with 
time, and that tX  only depends on its previous state, 

1−tX . Let there be k  states in both 1−tX  and tX  
which are denoted by the integers from k...1 . Due to 
the edge from 1−tX  to tX , we need to specify the state 
transition matrix  ( )iXjXP tt == −1|  given some time 
interval t∆ . This transition matrix will be a square 
matrix, where entry ( )iXjXPP ttij === −1| .  

Assessing this information directly can be difficult. 
For example, suppose we were to ask a domain expert, 
“What is the probability that in the next 5 seconds the 
user is still present? What is the probability that in the 
next 5 seconds the genuine user leaves the desk and an 
imposter is in his place?” The fact that there is a 
specific time interval involved it makes it very difficult 
to elicit an accurate answer to the above questions. We 
offer a more systematic approach to setting parameters. 

We start by assuming that the processes by which 
tX  changes states is a Poisson process. This asserts 

that over the time interval between 1−tX  and tX , the 
probability of changing states is constant. Under this 
assumption it can be shown that given some time t∆  
the probability that a change from state i  occurs will 
follow the exponential cumulative distribution with rate 
parameter iλ , giving 

( ) t
tttswitch

i
i

eiXXXPP ∆−
−− −==≠= λ1| 11  (2) 

And, consequently, the probability of staying in 
state i  is 

t
switchstay

i
ii

ePP ∆−=−= λ1  (3) 



One important thing to note here is that we assume 
the probability of a state change is constant over the 
entire time interval t∆ . Given a large time interval we 
do not expect this to be the case so we will insist that 

t∆  is small enough to roughly satisfy our assumption. 
A consequence of this is that we cannot wait until a 
new measurement arrives to evaluate (2) and do the 
Bayesian updating because the amount of time between 
measurements could be large. Thus, we will choose an 
update rate that is small and repeatedly do updates. 

This does not mean, however, that we must take 
measurements at a very fast rate because we may be 
limited by classification speed and the availability of 
measurements. We choose a small update rate so that 
we can transition hidden variables through the dynamic 
model more accurately than if we waited a long time to 
do probabilistic inference. 

An important question lies in how to ascertain a rate 
parameter, iλ , using expert knowledge relevant to the 
application. One piece of information that an expert 
may know is the average time that a variable may stay 
in a state i , which we will denote iµ̂ . We know that 
the maximum-likelihood estimator for the rate 
parameter of an exponential distribution is 1ˆ −= ii µλ , 
where iµ̂  is the average time spent in state i . By 
substituting this into (2) we can estimate 

iswitchP  and 

istayP . 

Finally, we are ready to estimate ijP . Since the state 
must either stay in the same state or switch to a new 
state, using total probability and the chain rule we 
have, 

( )
( )stayiXjXPP

switchiXjXPPP

ttstay

ttswitchij

i

i

,|

,|

1

1

==⋅+

==⋅=

−

−
 (4) 

Notice that the event stay occurs when ji = , 
corresponding to the diagonal elements in the transition 
matrix. When this happens the first term in (4) goes to 
zero and the expression reduces to 

istayP .  
A switch occurs when ji ≠  and corresponds to the 

off-diagonal elements. When this happens the second 
term in (4) goes to zero and the expression becomes 

( )switchiXjXPP ttswitchi
,| 1 ==⋅ − . Thus when we 

switch states we require the probability of going to 
each other state, independent of time. 

 ( )jiiXjXPP ttswji ≠=== −→ ,| 1|  

This gives our final transition matrix, after 
substituting a particular t∆  into the appropriate 
expressions. By using expert knowledge to estimate 

iswitchP  and swjiP |→ , we have effectively dealt with the 
problem of estimating probabilities over specific time 
intervals.  







≠⋅
=

=
→ jiPP

jiP
P

swjiswitch

stay
ij

i

i

|
 (5) 

 
3.1. Other model parameters 

Estimating model parameters from expert 
knowledge in most other cases is straightforward. For 
hidden variables, such as EyeColor, the information is 
known beforehand for the genuine user. When the 
parameters are not known, such as an imposter’s eye 
color, the unknown parameter can be assessed using 
prior information (say, the distribution of the general 
population’s eye color) as well as learned [12] as data 
arrives by  using techniques like expectation-
maximization. 
 
4. Classifiers 

In the context of a DBN, the result of a classifier is 
just another random variable. Input data goes into a 
“black box” and out comes a result. We assume that 
given the data available, the output of this box depends 
only on a small subset of random variables in our 
DBN. In biometric applications the output of a 
classifier on certain data will usually depend only on 
the identity of the user, however this need not always 
be the case. If we are able to classify other pieces of 
information, e.g., a soft biometric like eye color, then 
we can integrate that information into our probabilistic 
model as well. 

We will treat all input data to a classifier 
symbolically as y . We will define a classifier ( )Xyc ;  
as a function that when given appropriate input data 
will emit a classification over some range that depends 
solely on the value of a random variable, X . If the 
range of c  is discrete (e.g., { }impostergenuine, ), we 
will call the classifier a decision-level classifier. If the 
range of c  is continuous (e.g., a score between [0,1]) 
we will call the classifier a score-level classifier.  

A requirement of c  is that when given input data y  
we are able to estimate ( )( )xXycP =| . For decision 
level classifiers this will be a set of multinomial 
distributions and being discrete it will behave just like 
any other variable in a Bayesian network. To estimate 
the model parameters ( )( )xXycP =|  we can look at 
training data and use a standard maximum-likelihood 
estimation technique. 



For example, suppose we have a face-recognizer 
( )resentPersonPyfierFaceClassi ;  that has two 

possible outcomes which depend on who the present 
person is (either genuine or imposter). The 

fierFaceClassi   will just identify that the person 
present is genuine as either ‘+’, or “-”. To estimate 

( )( )resentPersonPyfierFaceClassiP | , we must iterate 
through all of the cases where the user is a genuine user 
and count the frequency of correct classification and  
false-negatives, giving ( )( )genuineyresentPersonPP | . 
Additionally, we must go through all of our training 
data for non-genuine users and count the correct 
classifications and false-positives, giving 

( )( )imposteryresentPersonPP | . This gives the 
conditional probability table for fierFaceClassi . 

If we have a score-level classifier then the output of 
the classifier is a real number. It is usually some 
similarity measure to whatever is being recognized 
like, for example, the genuine user. Although the 
output of a classifier is continuous, we are able to 
incorporate the likelihoods from evaluating ( )( )xycP |  
using standard inference algorithms. Thus, we need to 
be able to estimate ( )( )xycP | . 

Estimating a one-dimensional density is a problem 
in itself and we do not address it in this paper. In [6], 
the authors provided this probability for a face-detector 
by using histograms of the biometric scores in 
question. Jain attempted to estimate the same 
distribution in [5] using Parzen-windows [13]. The 
important finding here is that both decision-level 
classifiers and score-level classifiers are dealt with in 
the same probabilistic framework, regardless of how 
this density is estimated. 
 
5. Preliminary results 
5.1. The model 

For our preliminary experiments, we chose to use a 
simple model that integrates face recognition with 
keystroke dynamics. We chose these biometrics 
because both of them are passive and very different in 
nature. The accuracy of face recognition is highly 
dependent on the imaging conditions; keyboard 
dynamics requires data collected over a much longer 
period of time. In general, the accuracy of these 
modalities may be low enough so that long-term 
integration is useful. We use a traditional login 
procedure to establish identity early on and then fall 
back on continuous integration of weaker biometrics. 

The Bayesian network used is shown in Figure 3. In 
this preliminary work, we are not yet utilizing the full 
potential of a DBN model. In particular, we do not 

have important pieces of contextual information that 
could be relevant to how the user operates. Possible 
pieces of context could include time of day, security 
alert levels, and other environmental conditions that 
may affect certain classifiers.  

Because many variables were omitted, our network 
is very similar to the HMM given in [6]. A key 
difference, however, lies in the user model where we 
choose to explicitly model the absence of a user. By 
doing this and using expert knowledge, we expect to 
have a more accurate model of the dynamics of the 
system. One would expect, for example, that in a 
hijacking attempt a malicious user would attempt to 
seize the system when the genuine user leaves it 
unattended. By keeping track of the possibility that a 
user left the system for a brief time, our prior 
probability of an attack will be appropriately adjusted. 

 

PersonPresent0 PersonPresent1

KeystrokeClassifer1 FaceClassifer1

PersonPresent0 PersonPresent1

KeystrokeClassifer1 FaceClassifer1

 
 
Figure 3.  The DBN for our initial tests. 

 
We chose to model a user using a secure computer 

for a period of 30 minutes. Our two sources of 
evidence were pictures taken of the user and the typing 
habits of the user. Pictures were taken of the user every 
40 seconds on average, with some mild perturbation of 
the time. The measurements were taken far apart so 
that we can reasonably assume their independence. 
Keystrokes were monitored and a classifier was used to 
emit classifications when sufficient data was available. 

We assumed the following parameters to the 
dynamic model, where “gen”, “imp”, and “abs” denote 
genuine, imposter, and absent, respectively: 

 

50.050.0min15ˆ
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This model asserts that it is very unlikely that an 

imposter forcibly removes the genuine user and takes 
over ( swimpgenP |→ ). It also says that if an imposter is 
going to switch states, it is certainly going to be the 
case that the imposter got up and left. The reason for 
this is that if we have a case where we go from 



imposter to genuine, then we have already caught the 
hijacker and there is no need to do further inference. 
Finally, when no user is present and a new user is 
going to use the system, we consider ourselves to be a 
total state of uncertainty with respect to who the user 
is. Depending on the threat to the system, this 
probability may be adjusted by a system operator. 

Due to the ability to tune parameters we are able to 
create a system that is tolerant of classification errors if 
there is continuity with regard to the person present but 
sensitive to new classification results if there is block 
of time where the system was absent of a user. 

We acquired testing data by creating a set of “virtual 
users” whereby we combined keystroke data from one 
person with image data of another. This technique is 
justified since these two modalities can safely be 
assumed independent. The image data was acquired 
from [14] and the keystroke data was acquired from 
users in previous experiments. 

To test the complete system, a total of 15 images 
and 30 minutes of typing data from the genuine user 
were set aside and were never seen in the training 
process. Additionally, we chose another individual who 
not in any the training set to be the imposter and 15 
images and 30 minutes of typing data were set aside for 
this person as well. 

 
5.2. The classifiers 

To do face recognition we chose to use the basic 
eigenface approach described by Turk and Pentland 
[15]. We assumed that we have a face detector 
available that could find a face and segment it properly; 
hence all of our recognition was done with face 
images. 

We trained the system on 10 individuals, each with 
5 images. A particular individual was labeled as the 
genuine user and the remaining 9 were labeled as 
imposters.  Training and performance evaluation was 
done by leaving one image out of the data set, training 
the classifier on the remaining 4*10 images, and then 
testing the left-out images. Recognition was done by 
projecting the test image onto the mean image using 
the first 10 principal components, and then choosing 
the nearest-neighbor with respect to the Euclidean 
distance of the weights of the components. The 
classifier would output “+” if the nearest-neighbor was 
the genuine user and “-” otherwise. 

Since the emphasis of this paper was not on face 
recognition we did not desire to have a state-of-the-art 
face recognizer. Unfortunately, despite our 
classification approach the data we used was so well 
controlled that our initial results for face recognition 
were too good, making multimodal integration 
unnecessary. Thus, to simulate a weaker classifier we 

simply corrupted our data with added artificial noise. In 
a more controlled experiment we would obviously 
prefer to use a more realistic data set to assess classifier 
performance. 

Our keystroke classifier was done using a support 
vector machine (SVM)  and used keyhold latencies as 
well as time between keypresses as features. The 
approach, as well as the training of the system, is 
described in [16]. Like the face classifier, the classifier 
outputs “+” if the user is classified as genuine and “-” 
if the user is classified as imposter.  

The classification accuracy of the two biometrics on 
the training data is shown in first two rows and 
columns of the CPTs in Table I. Because we explicitly 
model the possibility that a user is absent, we must 
consider this case in the conditional probability table 
for each classifier. To do this we added a new state to 
each classifier, “∅ ”, which denotes when there is no 
classification. Because of its semantic meaning, a 
classifier will never actually output “∅ ”. Likewise, if 
no user is present a classifier will never output “+” or 
“-”. This asserts the following: 

( ) 0| ==∅= genresentPersonPferFaceClassiP
( ) 0| ==∅= impresentPersonPferFaceClassiP  
( ) 0| ==+= absresentPersonPferFaceClassiP  
( ) 0| ==−= absresentPersonPferFaceClassiP  

And due to total probability, 

( ) 1| ==∅= absentresentPersonPferFaceClassiP  

This has the desired affect of updating our model 
with the information that a user is definitely present 
when a classification arrives, which is consistent with 
our intuition (if a keystroke classification occurs, 
someone must have pressed the key). If this assumption 
is false (e.g., the face classifier sometimes classifies the 
background as a face) then we would have to update 
the above probabilities appropriately. 

100100absent

00.760.2400.650.35imposter

00.530.4700.290.71genuine

Keystroke ClassifierFace Classifier

+ − ∅ + − ∅

100100absent

00.760.2400.650.35imposter

00.530.4700.290.71genuine

Keystroke ClassifierFace Classifier

+ − ∅ + − ∅

 

Table I.  The conditional probability tables for 
two classifiers. 

Note that we will not use the absence of a 
measurement as an evidential finding, because that 
would lead to the incorrect conclusion that no user is 
present if no measurement occurred. Clearly, this is not 
true and we would rather not give any evidence and let 



the dynamic model account for the possibility that no 
user is present. 

5.3. Results 
To test the viability of our approach we considered 

two possible scenarios. In the first scenario, we simply 
have a genuine user who uses the system as usual. We 
would like our system to maintain a high degree of 
belief that the user is genuine despite the possibility of 
errant classifications. 

In our second scenario we chose to place our virtual 
users such that a genuine user initially logs into a 
system and uses it for 10 minutes, at which point he 
leaves it unattended. At 20 minutes into the scenario, 
an imposter comes in and attempts to use the system 
for the remaining time. We would like to be able to 
recognize this hijacking. 

The state of belief of the current user with respect to 
time in the first test scenario is shown in figure 4. An 
important thing to notice is the system is robust to 
classification errors. Although both biometrics make 
mistakes, the dynamic model is able to mitigate the 
mistakes by providing a strong prior that the user is 
indeed genuine. Because it is unlikely for the person to 
just “flip” from one person to another, the probability 
of an imposter remains low despite classification 
errors. 

Figure 5 shows the results of the mock hijacking 
scenario. In this scenario the genuine user logs into the 
system and uses it for a short time. At this time the 
genuine user leaves the system unattended and a 
hijacker enters. 

Notice how the beliefs that the user is absent 
increase during the time that the system is not receiving 
any measurement. This then affects the prior 
probability that an imposter can enter the system. 
When the new measurements provide support for this 
hypothesis, our system is more sensitive to the negative 
classifications and we are able to integrate information 
and detect the hijacking. It must be noted that indeed 
there were no classification errors for the face classifier 
in this case, however we chose to show this example to 
illustrate the sensitivity to negative measurements 
given an uncertain prior. More rigorous work needs be 
done to assess robustness to classification errors in this 
situation, however our experience with the system is 
that errors are overcome in time. 
 
6. Conclusion 

We have proposed the use of dynamic Bayesian 
networks to do continuous temporal integration of 
biometric measurements. We showed how to create a 
model and estimate its parameters using expert 
knowledge. Our technique is independent of the 

classification technique and can integrate on both the 
decision level and the score level, although our tests 
only integrated decision-level classifications. Our 
preliminary results show promise and warrant future 
work to develop a more controlled experiment, 
investigate the use of additional modalities, and utilize 
contextual information to test and hopefully improve 
the robustness of our model. 
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Figure 4.  The normal scenario. The user is 
present for the entire time. (a) State of belief of 
who the current user is with respect to time. 
(b) The output of the face classifier. (c) The 
output of the keystoke classifier. 
 

Classification of hijacking at 1200 seconds 
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Figure 5.  The hijacking scenario. At 600 
seconds the user leaves and at 1200 seconds 
the system is hijacked. (a) State of belief of 
who the current user is with respect to time. 
(b) The output of the face classifier. (c) The 
output of the keystoke classifier. 


